
Sept 6, 2017 Condo Board Minutes 
 
Present:		

Daniel	Marchand,	Director	(President)	

Judith	Stanfield,	Director	(Secretary)	

Ron	LeBlanc,	Director	(Treasurer)	

Yawar	Khan,	Capital	Integral	Property	Management	(Property	Manager)	

 
 
From the Minutes of last Condo Board meeting: 
i) The Board forgot to handle the paperwork procedure to pass the Marcotte's 
awnings. to be done by Capital Integral Property Management. 
ii) We didn't organize an owners meeting for HVAC & EVAC instruction, but we 
do have an engineering firm (Goodkey, Weedmark & Assoc) report coming 
shortly to assess the efficiency & appropriateness of each condo's system. 
iii)  $8K was received from MH for the 2 common area patios. Chairs were 
purchased & received. However, the money has not come from our bank 
account. Ron requested more expediency with paying our bills. 
iv) Yawar did not have an answer from Ken concerning the ambulance route to 
stairwell C & how to prevent a route from being negatively affected by their new 
development plans. 
 
Turnover & Year End Financial Audits: 
 
BDO has a question about condo fees paid during interim occupancy. 
Occupancy has to be > than 6 months before the building is handed over to 
owners (January 26th, 2017?) by MH. Yawar will ask the 1st floor condo owners 
to supply their interim agreement with MH to pass to BDO for analysis. BDO 
expects to deliver their report shortly. 
 
BDO has found about $14K of charges by MH between registration & handover. 
This will be rectified 1 year after our takeover as MH is responsible to cover 
overages above estimates supplied to 12 Stirling owners. (Looking to make sure 
we haven't paid bills twice, or paid when it was a MH expense but they lumped it 
in 12 Stirling bills - e.g. the snow removal of their large lot behind 12 Stirling.) 
 
Contracts (3 quotes requested for each quote needed). Details & costs were 
discussed for each quote: 
 
1. Fire: Annual test required, all through 12 Stirling. Considering a contract with 
Pyron if estimate seems fair. $650 + $200 for a hydrant test. 
 



2. HVAC: Waiting for report from Goodkey Weedmark engineers before deciding. 
Also waiting for 1 more quote to come in, Yawar will add the details of what is to 
be inspected, to the quote requests to make sure all details are included for 
inspection. Some inspections are annual; some biannual. NB: The contract will 
cover the cost of regular inspections, while individual condos pay for any in 
between service needed. 
 
3. Cleaning/Landscaping/Snow removal: We'll probably go with Spot 
Maintenance because their workers are bonded. They haven't quoted on snow 
removal though; Yawar will find out if that is a possibility & we need to tell Yawar 
details of what service we want for all 3 jobs. We could buy an Ozone bulb for the 
garbage room to cut the smells, or we can add the job of cleaning the garbage 
canister & bin for metal & plastic, to the weekly cleaning list. 
 
4. We are late paying Schindler for their next year of contract (Aug 2017-Aug 
2018) & they did not come in July to service the elevators. They are supposed to 
do it quarterly, but their file shows they last visited in March 2017. The contract is 
under MH & is for 5 years. Daniel is talking to them. 
 
5. Insurance: Plan to renew with Gifford Insurance (broker). Aviva is the 
insurance company. Yawar will ask them if their policy covers HVAC & EVAC 
issues for each condo as well. We passed a motion to add Boiler & Machinery 
coverage - contingent on the answer Yawar finds about this coverage not being 
already included. 
 
6. Performance Audit & Reserve Fund Sudy: 
This engineering review is to find any deficiencies & make sure building 
standards are to code. (Find any 1st year warranty issues, any hidden problems 
that might cause a rapid deterioration of the building, assess common elements 
& rate of degeneration expected.) We are hiring Buchan, Lawton, Parent Inc, & 
would like to have this study done in September. 
 
 
- 201 has been rented & Yawar needs a copy of the lease & contact info for the 
new tenant. 
 
- Do we need a window cleaning quote this fall? 
 
- Yawar spoke a little about the recent merger with another property 
management company Capital Concierge, At some point, they should have 
access to a Smart Building software to ease property maintenance issues for 12 
Stirling. 
 
- The board asked for a review from Capital Integral to confirm who is supposed 
to be signing cheques. We had asked to always have one board member part of 
the cheque signing procedure. 



 
- Yawar will investigate to find out if MH will give an extension of the 1 year 
warranty, based on all the issues still ongoing. Yawar will send MH a list of the 
Tarion 1, 3 & 7 year obligations along with this request, to establish their ongoing 
responsibilities. (In May 2017, MH agreed to follow the Tarion warranty process, 
even though they are not obliged to.) 
 


